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first we need to import a couple of libraries. the first one is the unity api,
and the second one is the blender api. the way we do this is by using
the #include statement. this is an import statement that will import
the.h file that contains the source code. for example, if the.h file is in
the directory “/assets/components/game/character/” the import
statement would look like this: a game character creation project using
the blender/unity3d engine. i start with a human model, with a few
custom extruded shapes and then sculpt the character with the various
tools in blender and export the meshes with the unity3d import tool. the
character is then animated with the unity3d animation tool. all the game
assets are generated from the blender game character project. this
project also includes a simple bot for a small game that i am currently
developing. i've only begun to animate it, so it is not complete. i plan on
adding more to it as the project develops. the use of the unity3d engine
in this project is only for the initial character model. the character itself
is made up of various different meshes (the legs, arms, head, etc). i'll be
creating the actual game assets from scratch with unity3d. the goal of
this project is to learn unity3d for character creation. i plan on moving
on to making the actual game with unity3d and blender. i hope to
create a fully fleshed out game with the the character that i have made.
while this project is not a finished product, it is by far the most complete
unity3d project i have made to date. it combines the best of blender
with the best of unity3d. i hope it can help others who are interested in
learning unity3d.
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7. when you are done, you can export the template into unity by going
to file>export as unity project. this can be done in the unity editor. if

you like you can create a prefab and rename the scene file to the
character name, and change the prefab to be child of the "canvas"

prefab. 7z x template.zip -oc game_characters 9. open the unity project
that you exported. (remove the template from the scene file and

rename the project to the game character name, then click
"file">"replace scene with project") a very important note before we get
started. in order to work with blender, you need to have the 3d engine

installed and setup. i will cover this in the next tutorial. the next tutorial
will cover how to install the unity engine in ubuntu. to make the mesh

more realistic, you can use the “smooth” function in blender. by default
the blender game engine is set to the “quick” setting. when you are

setting up the mesh you can select “quick” or “smooth”. in this tutorial
we’ll be creating the character from scratch in blender using unity as

our game engine. we’ll be going through all the steps of character
creation and then we’ll go over the rigging options. blender now has a

built in game engine unity called bge. this unity is made to be used with
blender just like the blender game engine which we used for the

previous tutorial. unity uses a library called.net that is used to handle
interfacing with the game engine from blender. now that unity is

integrated, we have the option to change the engine of our project. by
default unity is selected, and as you can see on the right side of the

interface, unity is pre-selected as the game engine. 5ec8ef588b
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